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  MORNING

8:30 - 9:00 am Participant Registration

9:00 - 11:00 am Session 1. Global Trends, Factors and Actors 
The global picture and key trends that are driving the industry and how they will influence Latin 
America and the Caribbean. What will the future of the energy business look like? Energy transition 
and the future energy mix - a look at three scenarios. Energy demand: what role does the economy 
play vs. other factors? Future oil supply outlooks and disruptors; role of OPEC and non OPEC 
producers in future supply; trends in geopolitics and globalization - what role do they play in supply?; 
trends in analysis and role of digitalization. 

11:00 - 11:30 am Break

11:30 am -  Session 2. Breakout – Scorecard 
12:30 pm   

 
12:30 - 1:30 pm Lunch

  AFTERNOON

1:30 - 3:30 pm Session 3. Latin American outlook in the context of global trends
What are the big questions and opportunities in Latin America and how do they relate to the global 
themes? Latin America economic outlook and political trends; Latin America supply outlook; what 
are the key regional upstream trends - drilling, discoveries, investment, etc.? What role will de-
carbonization play in Latin America?

3:30 - 4:00 pm  Break

4:00 - 5:00 pm Session 4. Breakout - top ten 

Wednesday, May 8



  MORNING

9:00 - 11:00 am Session 5. Business models  
The industry has been going through some fundamental changes: integrated companies splitting up into 
upstream and downstream; NOC’s going overseas and taking more operated roles as legacy blocks 
and fields contracts expire, etc. The operating environment has also changed with more information 
and more ways to harness the information. Moreover, leadership skills to tackle today’s problems have 
changed. What are the key models in Latin America and how successful have they been? 

11:00 - 11:30 am Break

11:30 am -  Session 6. Breakout Building a model 
12:30 pm   

 
12:30 - 1:30 pm Lunch

  AFTERNOON

1:30 - 3:30 pm Session 7. Global Deepwater 
Globally, new ventures has come to mean deepwater. Over the last 10 years, new ventures 
exploration has led to the opening of 19 new basins with 80% of them involving deepwater. Latin 
America has lead the charge with the discovery of the Santos basin pre- salt. Recent activity also 
has resulted in great success in Guyana and offshore Mexico. How does Latin America rank for 
future discoveries? What are the leading factors setting up the discoveries and what technologies 
are needed to continue the success? 

3:30 - 4:00 pm Break

4:00 - 5:00 pm Session 8. License to operate 
Much of the remaining potential in Latin America is in environmentally sensitive areas: jungle, desert, 
and marine, or near cities and communities. Moreover, as we push more into developing tight rocks 
and EOR (Enhanced Oil Recovery), the scale of operations has changed such that the footprint is a 
magnitude more than in any previous operations. In addition, greater awareness of the environment 
and the carbon footprint has resulted in more scrutiny and even hostility. This, plus the growth of 
population and multiple uses for land, has created an even greater need to build progressive and 
compelling community outreach programs that clearly explain the value of oil and gas and the 
options. This is needed to alter the public opinion and solve the permitting and operating image that 
plagues so many Latin American countries.

5:00- 6:00  pm Final wrap-up exercise

  MORNING

Visit to a facility (courtesy by Petrobras)

Thursday, May 9

Friday, May 10 



Based in Houston, Bob Fryklund is Chief Upstream Strategist for IHS, where he is 
responsible for providing strategic leadership for global clients.

Bob joined IHS in 2006, after serving as Libya president and Brazil country manager for 
ConocoPhillips. He brings more than 37 years of experience in the upstream oil and gas 
industry as an explorer and as executive manager. He has also held senior management 
positions in upstream with British Borneo, Union Texas and Hess.

A geologist, Bob holds an AB from Hamilton College and an advanced certificate in 
management. Bob is a member of the Houston Geological Society (HGS) and the 
American Association of Petroleum Geologists (AAPG).

· Exploration- conventional and unconventional
· Opportunity Assessment
· Acquisition
· Strategic Planning
· Portfolio Management

Bob Fryklund
Upstream
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Background

Industry 
Experience

Selected 
experience

· Bob is an expert in exploration, opportunity assessment, acquisition, strategic 
planning and portfolio management. 

· He is a frequent expert witness and he has been involved in many of the industries’ 
game changers - discovery of the giant oil and gas fields, mega M&A deal, and large 
restructurings, in the last decade.

· He has worked on Latin America for more than 25 years. Building three companies, 
helping discover several giant fields, and advising on many of the regions major deals. 

· He is a recognized industry thought-leader and frequent keynote speaker/ moderator 
at the World Economic Forum, IHS CERAWeek, AAPG, SPE, IEA,OTC, ARPEL, EAGE, 
AIPN and NAPE. He serves on the advisory board of IPAA, AAPG and ARPEL and 
previously served on boards such as the IBP (Brazilian oil and gas association). 

· Bob has also written numerous articles in several languages and regularly contributes 
to leading industry publications.



Rodrigo is currently Director of Latin America in the IHS Upstream Consulting business.   
He has 17+ years of experience in the Energy Industry, 
Prior to joining IHS, Rodrigo was Manager at Accenture Management Consulting 
responsible for business development and project delivery at the O&G practice for 8 years. 
Prior to Accenture, he worked on the Brazilian Nuclear Quality Institute (IBQN) for 4 years, 
responsible for consulting projects and quality auditing at Nuclear Energy sector in Brazil.
Rodrigo holds a graduation degree in Civil / Industrial Engineering from the PUC-RJ 
University, an MBA in Management from FGV-RJ University and a Post-Graduation 
in Energy Industry Economics from COPPEAD/UFRJ University. His background also 
includes international certifications from PMI (PMP) and APICS (BSCM) institutes.

· Market Intelligence
· Economic analysis for E&P projects
· Gas Market Studies
· Market Entry Strategy 
· Asset Valuation

Rodrigo Vaz
Latin America Upstream
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Integrated Operations Feasibility Study. Leading Italian Oil Company
· Feasibility study for the implementation of the Integrated Operations (DOFF) methodology;
· Assessment of current capabilities and design of the to-be processes  for the upstream 

disciplines. 
· Business case and roadmap development for a pilot implementation in Congo and Alaska 

assets.

Market Entry Strategy. Oilfield Service Companies and Construction 
Companies
· Developed and implemented the entry strategy  for different companies into Brazilian E&P 

sector, including market studies  for the segments such as:  PLSV, OSV, Drilling Rigs, 
Production Units, and Gas Monetization Strategies.

· Competitive Intelligence

Asset Valuation & Data Room Support: Brazilian Independent O&G Company 
· Advised a Brazilian O&G Company on the technical evaluation and dataroom presentation 

for their complete asset sales.
· Developed Capex and Opex projections to evaluate the value of each Asset / Prospect.

Strategy Review / Market Intelligence: Brazilian OFS Start-up
· Supported the bus plans to help a Brazilian conglomerate get funding from investment  

banks  to enter in niche service markets.

Shipyards Productivity Study. Leading Brazilian Oil Company
· Shipyards Benchmarking – Thorough analysis of gaps between Brazilian Shipyards and 

Asian top offshore construction yards
· Productivity Model – development of a customized tool to predict delivery dates for drilling 

units, FPSO and Semi-Subs, and support optimal portfolio procurement strategy based on 
shipyard’s capacity, availability, productivity index, and learning curve and market 
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